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C O U R T H O U S E L AW N

SQUARE TOAST FOR
SCHOLARSHIPS
Square Toast for Scholarships is
a food and wine tasting on the
Oxford Square. The event raises
money for Hospitality Management students. Walk the Square
and taste wines and food from
over 30 vendors. Tickets and more
information is available olemiss.
edu/squaretoast. Tickets are $50 in
advance, $60 at the door.
5 p.m. - 9 p.m., Courthouse lawn

Ole Miss ROTC
Winning Rank
When you are lying in bed
tomorrow trying to decide
whether to get up for your
11 a.m. class, think about the
dedicated members of the Ole
Miss Army ROTC Ranger
Challenge Team.
ROTC members begin their
physical workout four days a
week at 6:30 a.m. – they are
up at the crack of dawn physically training while you are
still in bed.
Their hard work paid off last
month in the ROTC Ranger
Challenge competition.
Ole Miss beat Auburn to
come in second against 45
other collegiate ROTC programs including Florida,
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Puerto
Rico. Florida State University
won the competition.
Freshman John Bolding
from Decatur, Ala., was one
of two freshmen on the 11man team.
Prior to the competition,
they physically trained at
5:30 every morning for five
days a week.
The team also traveled to
Hurricane Creek once a week
to train for the night land
navigation part of the competition.

this week

NUTT AUDITORIUM

STEEL ORCHESTRA AND
WORLD PERCUSSION

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

Oxford firefighter Keith Edwards flips through television channels at Oxford Fire Department Station 2. The Oxford Fire Department has outgrown its current facilities and is looking to expand into a new central station.

New central fire station to be built in Oxford
BY LUKE TAYLOR
The Daily Mississippian

Oxford is in the planning
phase of building a new central
fire station.
“No concrete plans have been
made, but it is going to be
built,” deputy fire chief David
Duchaine said.
Duchaine said he expects the
station to be built within the
next two to four years.
Since the current main fire
station, located on North Lamar Avenue, was built in the
1970s, there have been many
renovations and add-ons, but

the fire department has outgrown the station.
When the station first opened
it housed 24 full-time firemen.
That number is now 64, according to Duchaine.
“We barely have enough room
to keep our fire trucks in the
parking lot,” Duchaine said.
“We also don’t have enough
beds for each of our firemen.”
At the moment, no site has
been chosen for the new fire
station and soil samples are
currently being gathered from
several locations.
The station’s location will also
have to be approved by the

Mississippi State Rating Bureau.
Duchaine said the new station
is expected to have more parking for the firemen, more storage bays for the fire trucks and
better equipped facilities.
The station is expected to be
paid for with loans and grants
provided by the City of Oxford.
The Oxford Fire Department
serves and protects 19,000 Oxford residents and 14,000 students on the University campus. It currently holds a class
five fire rating with the state
insurance rating bureau.

The UM Steel Orchestra and
World Percussion Ensemble will
present a free concert today at
7:30 p.m The concert will feature
compositions ranging from Bach’s
“Ave Maria” to Chick Corea’s
“Children Songs.” The group will
also premier an original composition “Mama Mae I” by one of the
ensemble’s member, Darrell Ward.
Dancing is encouraged.
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UM PROFESSOR STUDIES OIL SPILL
EFFECTS ON GULF ECOSYSTEM

COURTESY of UM

BY ERIN DUFF
The Daily Mississippian

Since the mid-1990s, Kristine Willet has studied how
various chemicals affect plants,
animals and their ecosystems
– specifically in the Gulf of
Mexico.
The main focus of her research is evaluating polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)
levels, which are atmospheric
pollutants found primarily in
soil, sediment and oily substances. These substances occur naturally in coal, crude oil
and gasoline.
“We were already going to
do a seagrass study,” Willett
said. “It was designed to look
for stressors in the Gulf of
Mexico, but it just morphed
into the oil spill because that
was the big stressor.”
Since the April 2010 Gulf
Coast oil spill, the basis of her
research has been determining how the sediment, water,
seagrass and oysters have been
affected. She does this by receiving weekly samples from
the area from Mississippi to
Alabama.

Willett said she and her re- those sites,” Willett said. “We
search team collaborate with have also gone back to our sites
the University of South Ala- to collect samples a couple of
bama, Dauphin Island Sea Lab times to see if they’ve been imand the Gulf Coast Research pacted.”
Lab. Willett worked with them
One way Willett studies
before the oil spill, and as the PAHs in the water and sedispill was happening.
ment samples is by taking the
“What they do is they’ll col- water and exposing just the
lect and send us the samples, fertilized fish eggs.
and then we’ll do the analysis,”
She said that since fish eggs
Willett said.
are clear, they can just watch
The current samples of water, the development.
sediment seagrass and oysters
Willett said that one of the
are compared to samples col- concerns created by the oil
lected in Gulfport to Mobile in spill is what’s going to happen
response and after Hurricane to the fish embryos and the
Katrina in order to assess any fish population next year.
changes that might have taken
“We can just look at the
place.
fish, because one of the things
“We had collected samples we look for is cardiac toxicity
every month after Katrina, so
we had background from all See ECOSYSTEM, PAGE 4
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Through orange colored glasses
BY JONECE
DUNIGAN
Columnist

T H E

I know this color leaves a bitter
taste in your mouth, but to the
president of Christ Relief Fund,
Milton Jones, the color orange has
a powerful force.
CRF is an organization that allows people to sponsor children
from 30 countries (India, Ecuador
and Kenya, to name a few) for $1
a day.
This money goes towards giving the child clothing, food, clean
water, medical care, an education,
and loving Christian care.
For a while, CRF flourished
with 100 children a month sponsored and cared for.
When the recession hit, however, 800 children’s sponsors decided
to let them go. 800 lives were given
back to death’s grip.
Jones did not come to grips with
this reality; rather, he has become
a ranger for hope and searches for
new sponsors for those kids.
Yet this effort creates a stone wall

for other children to get into the
program.
As the seconds tick on, a child is
sinking deeper into a nightmare.
Jones informed the Rebels for
Christ congregation last Wednesday night that during the aftermath
of the Haitian earthquake, ships
were coming in from surrounding
areas to snatch abandoned children from hospitals and introduce
them to the infamous world of the
sex-trafficking industry.
We are well aware of the catastrophes that can bleach the world
of its color.
In the eyes of Milton Jones, one
hue will always prevail.
Orange is the color of hope in
Sub-Saharan Africa for AIDS orphans. Jones was asked to wear
orange every day until a cure for
AIDS is discovered. He agreed
and even created a blog named
Through Orange Colored Glasses.

“There are so many problems
in the world today,” says Jones
with a big grin on his face, “We
should look at them from the lens
of hope.”
He also preaches that no one
wears the color with as much pride
as this generation of college students.
“I’ve been on campus for 35
years and I truly believe that this
generation will be the next great
generation,” Jones says, “They
will shape the whole future of the
world not just through technology
but with compassion.”
Two weeks ago, CRF launched
Christ Relief University. It is an organization run by Chris Nicholson
in Kisumu, Kenya that works with
state universities and gives internships to college students who want
to help in third-world countries
with children and relief.
According to Jones, what fuels
this fire is a strong sense for justice.
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West Texas A&M is an example of
this passion.
The students started a project
called Shackaton in which students stayed in cardboard shacks
for a week. It was a contagious idea
and soon every department had
its own shack. This phenomenon
soon became a benefit to raise
money and buy goats to feed poor
families in Africa.
The Rebels for Christ church
group gave 100 percent of their
tithes toward sponsoring a child
from Haiti. After the money was
counted, a child became children
because $1,157.85 was raised.
That was enough to sponsor a boy
and a girl from Haiti, and another
little girl from Africa. Students even
suggested an idea to slow down the
cholera outbreak in Haiti by giving the citizens clean water.
Every Tuesday at the Grove at 8
See ORANGE, PAGE 3

The Daily Mississippian welcomes all comments.
Please send a letter to the editor addressed to The Daily
Mississippian, 201 Bishop Hall, University, MS, 38677
or send an e-mail to dmeditor@gmail.com.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no longer
than 300 words. Third party letters and those bearing
pseudonyms, pen names or “name withheld” will not be
published. Publication is limited to one letter per individual per calendar month.
Student submissions must include grade classification
and major. All submissions must be turned in at least
three days in advance of date of desired publication.
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Reexamining George W. Bush
This week former President George
W. Bush releases his highly-anticipated
memoir, “Decision Points.”
The book reviews the highs and lows
of his eight-year presidency and defining
moments throughout his life.
No other president in recent history
has dealt with a cloud of controversies
like Bush.
Bush faced the 2000 presidential election, the Sept. 11 attacks, wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, Hurricane Katrina
and his own tax cuts.
In the 2000 elections, there was controversy surrounding the state of Florida.
After counting 85 percent of the ballots
in Florida, most news networks declared
Bush the winner of Florida’s 25 electoral
ballots, and thus the winner of the presidency. But soon enough the networks
had to retract their predictions. Bush
only had about 900 more votes than former VP Al Gore. Under state law, that
required a mandatory recount.
Gore requested hand recounts in Broward, Miami-Dade, Palm Beach and
Volusia counties. Some met deadlines
mandated by the state, and others didn’t.
Even after the state’s Supreme Court
extended deadlines there were still problems. The Florida Supreme Court later
ruled that there needed to be a statewide recount. The U.S. Supreme Court

stepped in and declared the Florida ruling as unconstitutional and the previous
certified election results would have to
stay in place. The Court’s ruling, with
only one month left until the presidential inauguration, made Bush the 43rd
President of the United States of America. Ever since, some people have looked
at Bush with the “side eye.”
Presidential historian Richard Norton
Smith said, “Presidents are ultimately
judged by how they handle the unexpected.” This adage could not be more
valid than for Bush.
Just eight months into the Bush presidency, terrorists declared war on America
and the West. On Sept. 11, 2001, stateless assailants hijacked commercial planes
and flew them into the World Trade
Center’s Twin Towers, the Pentagon and
into a field in Shanksville, Penn.
The event not only changed the United States, but the Bush administration’s
reaction to the events will be judged for
decades to come.
The United States invaded Afghanistan on Oct. 7, 2001, to hunt down –
dead or alive – Osama bin Laden and
other members of the al-Qaeda terrorist
group. The invasion soon turned from
an effort to destroy bin Laden and alQaeda to fighting off an insurgency led
by Afghans who want U.S. forces out of

CORRECTION
Taylor McGraw’s article titled “Speaking of
That: the athletic department is robbing our
piggy banks” contained an error. The total
student contribution to the athletic budget
this year is $3.4 million, but about $1.6
million comes from a non-resident tuition
waiver for athletes. The reported $1.9 million contribution to athletics last year did
not account for the waiver, so the reported 80% increase in students’ contribution
to the athletic department is false. The increase was only slight and came from a
rise in the non-resident tuition waiver portion of the total contribution. The amount
of actual tuition dollars given to athletics
dropped by about $100,000 this year.

4
662-236-3030

Dominos.com
1603 W. JACKSON AVE.

the country. Since the start of the war,
1,288 American troops have been killed
and between 14,000 and 34,000 Afghan
citizens have been killed.
On March 20, 2003, the United States
led a preemptive war against Iraq. On
bad intelligence and against numerous
warnings, Bush went in to find weapons
of mass destructions in Iraq. As we know
now, there were no weapons of mass destruction. Some experts assert that the
United States further destabilized the region and caused greater terrorist threats
for itself. Bush has stated the region is
now a much better place with Saddam
Hussein out of power.
If the scenarios in Afghanistan and
Iraq could have turned out much better – a place where there wasn’t an insurgency, other terrorists groups didn’t form
and the countries were able to emerge as
democracies in the Middle East – Bush
would have easily been regarded as one
of the best American presidents. But, of
course, that didn’t happen. Bush is now
ranked among the likes of James Buchanan, Warren G. Harding and Richard
Nixon as one of the worst presidents in
American history.
In 2005, Hurricane Katrina destroyed
the city of New Orleans and America’s
Gulf Coast. Bush’s response to the natural disaster was widely seen as too slow

and mismanaged. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
under Bush is regarded as creating more
of a problem than in was set in to solve.
More than five years later, portions of the
city of New Orleans and the Gulf Coast
BY JON MOSBY
still lie in abandon and dismay.
Today, the Bush tax cuts are still a hot Columnist
topic of discussion. From 2001 to 2003,
through a series of bills passed by Congress, Bush cut taxes on individual rates,
capital gains, dividends and estate taxes
through the year 2010. The tax cuts were
designed to create economic growth.
Supporters of the Bush tax cuts said the
cuts would speed up economic recovery
and increase job creation. Well, none
of that growth and development ever
actually happened. The Congressional
Budget Office said the tax cuts would increase the federal deficit by $340 billion.
Now with Republicans taking control of
the House in January, a fight is brewing
on whether on the Bush tax cuts should
become permanent, because of our current economic woes.
Love him or hate him, George W.
Bush had to make decisions. Decisions
that would turn out to be genius or incredibly awful.
For eight years, George W. Bush was
on a wing and a prayer.
And I doubt if he had a wing.

ORANGE,

continued from page 2

p.m., they will be praying for the well-being of the
children they adopted and for their mission trip to
Haiti.
West Texas A&M has a population of 7,843.
Rebels of Christ had a congregation of 60 people
that night and are in the works of making a big impact.
Ole Miss has a population of 19,536.
I’m pretty sure that the Rebels can do it better;
whether it be a benefit concert at The Lyric, or allowing each school to sponsor their own child.
We have a chance at getting a good education,
have a safe house to go to and ambitions to accomplish. Let’s gift these children who the world has
watched dig their graves the same opportunity.
Let’s be their dream catchers and disintegrate their
nightmares.
Let’s give them a chance to dream, a chance to
thrive, a real chance to experience love.

get your morning fix

This week on your way to school,
come by Nail-Thology and get your nails looking cool!
The Daily Mississippian

The STudenT newSpaper

of

The univerSiTy

of

MiSSiSSippi

The Study of Nails by Chris Le & Steve Le
GOT
SOLAR NAILS!
234-9911
1535 University Ave.

spa
manicure/pedicure
9:30 am - 7:00 pm
Monday - Saturday

Sign up for Cornhole
Men’s, Women’s and CoRec teams.
www.imleagues.com/schools/OleMiss
Call 915-5573
or come by Turner 212 for more info.
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Lafayette High School
considers block scheduling

FILE PHOTO | The Daily Mississippian

BY KAYLEIGH WEBB
The Daily Mississippian

Lafayette High School is considering changing from a standard seven period schedule to a
four-by-four block schedule.
The idea was inspired by administration’s visits to many
successful “Star” schools in Mississippi who have found success
with the block scheduling.
Of these schools, Booneville,
served as an example, having
held the Star school title for two
years due to block scheduling,
according to Rodney Flowers,
Lafayette High School principal.
“It’s still in the developmental
stages,” Flowers said. “We’re in
the process of investigating it.”
The block schedule is four-byfour schedule in which students
are in class for four 90-minute
periods instead of the traditional
seven-period day. A traditionally
year-long course would be completed in a semester. Semester
classes, in turn, are completed in

only nine weeks.
“For students who fall behind,
it could help them stay with the
class or get ahead,” Flowers said.
“Advanced students would have
more opportunities to dual-enroll at community colleges for
college credit.”
Block scheduling would allow
students to have more free time
in the afternoons, as well as a
more hands-on experience in the
classroom with the development
of labs and other engaging activities. Students could also earn up
to eight credits a year. Advanced
students even have the option of
graduating early.
“Right now, we’ve only mentioned it, but I think when we
do get out there and they understand block schedule to its
advantages, they’ll be adaptable.
It’ll take some getting used to
definitely,” Flowers said.
Flowers said he will make a formal presentation about the possible change to block schedule
at the Dec. 7 Lafayette County
School Board meeting.

GARRETT, FRIDAY & GARNER, PLLC

Preston Ray Garrett

DUI
DEFENSE
Let our legal team work for you.
(662) 281-0438

1205 Office Park Drive, Oxford, MS 38655

Should I Skip Class Today?
BY KRISTI JACKSON
The Daily Mississippian

Ever wonder if skipping that
8 a.m. class is a good idea?
Well, Jim Filbert has designed
a website for college students
to show whether skipping class
is a smart move.
S k i p C l a s s C a l c u l a t o r. c o m
asks 10 questions about the
class that students are considering skipping and factors in
the number of times they have
already skipped, the number
of times the class meets per
week and a few other tidbits of
information.
“The only time I get irritated
by students who skip class is
when the excuses they give are
so obviously false it’s insulting,” history professor Jack

Carey said. “A few years ago,
there was a girl that I saw at a
Widespread Panic concert that
lasted two nights. The next day
we had class so I didn’t get to
go the next night, and I got an
e-mail from her saying that her
grandmother had died.”
The skip class calculator has
made students rethink the possibility of skipping class and
has provided solid facts as to
why they may or may not need
to get out of bed and try to
make it to class on time.
“I think it’s interesting,” student Brittany Pierce said. “The
calculator brings up some
questions that students don’t
normally think about before
they skip a class. Every year I
start out with a ‘new semester
resolution’ to not skip any of

my classes, but no matter how
hard I try I still end up skipping a few classes.”
While some teachers do not
pay attention to attendance,
others feel that skipping class
will negatively impact students.
“I don’t like students that skip
class,” Spanish professor Maria
Eugenia Landa Vera said. “It is
important you for you to come
to class and when you miss a
class you miss all the contents
for that class.”
As winter weather approaches, waking up for classes becomes a lot harder than it was
a month ago. Those who get
a case of the winter weather
blues should ask one question:
What would the skip-class calculator say?

allows Willett to look at all the
proteins and identify them,
thus allowing her to figure out
which ones are changing.
“A lot of the findings are really preliminary,” Willett said.
“Ultimately, we’re going to
have to publish it and have it
peer reviewed.”
She said despite the preliminary findings, there is good
news. The water samples that
have been collected haven’t
contained big, chunky oil
masses.
“A couple of them, you could
see a surface sheen, but as far as
our fish embryos toxicity tests,
it wasn’t killing them,” she
said. “But a lot of it we haven’t
analyzed yet or are still waiting
to run on the instrument.”
Dr. John Matthews, professor
of pharmacology and research
professor in the Research Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, said Willett’s work is very
important and beneficial.

“There’s a lot of oil and toxins spilled in the gulf, and a
lot of PAHs are in the gulf water,” he said. “It’s very toxic to
plants and animals.”
Matthews said Willett’s monitoring of the PAH levels and
knowing where they’re going
is important and that because
of the toxicity, reproduction is
going to be affected.
“PAHs can cause problems
with gender imbalance and
finding mates,” he said. “It’s
going to affect the ecosphere
from top to bottom by affecting reproductive success.”
Willett said it is still unclear
how the oil spill will affect one
major economic aspect.
“I think the jury’s still out on
what exactly happened to the
seafood,” she said. “I just don’t
know what the populations are
going to be like next year, but
I think it’s going to be huge in
this dialogue of what the real
effects are.”

ECOSYSTEM,
continued from page 1

or heart deformities,” Willett
said.
Cardiac toxicity occurs when
drugs cause negative bodily effects, such as damaging heart
muscle or creating valve damage.
In addition to studying the
PAH levels in the oysters and
seagrass, Willett also looks for
the particular proteins that are
expressed. She said that she
studies the proteins that appeared in the organism before
the oil spill in order to determine what’s normal, as well as
studying how the proteins have
either elevated or gone down as
a result of the oil spill.
“What we ultimately want to
do is to try and get what a protein profile looks like when the
organism is happy and when
they’re stressed,” Willett said.
In order to do this, Willett
said that all the proteins are
extracted from the organism in
Faser Hall. The machine used

The above listing of these areas does not indicate certification of expetise herein.

The

ASB Cabinet

Director of Student Services for Sustainability
position is now available for next semester

applications available in the ASB office

Monday, November 8 - Friday, November 12
applications are due

at 4:00 p.m. on the 12th
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continued from page 1

CONTRIBUTED

The challenge consisted of 11
events in 30 hours - the first of which,
a 10K ruck run, started at 6 a.m. on a
Friday morning, Bolding said. The last
event ended Saturday night.
All the events, which included an obstacle course, stress shoots, night land
navigation and a physical fitness test,
took place in Ft. Benning, Ga.

The Ole Miss Ranger Challenge Team
is led by Cadet Aaron Proctor. The
other team members include senior
Cadets Michael Jones, Alexis Chandler, William (Gus) Neely and Justin
Palatini, junior Cadets Donald Keshel
and Dustin Kisner, sophomore Cadets
Matthew Astorino and Caleb Pittman
and freshmen Cadets John Bolding and

Bond Finseth.
Now that the Challenge is behind
them, Army ROTC members are still
working out four days a week at 6:30
a.m., taking their military science class
and spending one afternoon a week in
a lab, Bolding said.
All this extra hard work is training
for the LDAC (Leader Development

& Assessment Course), also known as
the “final exam” for ROTC, which determines whether or not a member is
ready to be an officer in the Army.
“All this definitely teaches you motivation, leadership skills, integrity and
discipline,” said Bolding. “And it gives
you a job.”

Strike Out will take place at the softball ﬁeld

Tuesday, November 9 from 5 to 7 pm.
There will be a kickball game between Pike and Sigma Nu
as well as carnival games and snacks.

Tickets are $10.
All proceeds will beneﬁt the Arthritis Foundation.
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EMMA WILLOUGHBY | The Daily Mississippian

LEFT: Delta Psi members Matt Suess and Scott Ray look on as Will Grossenbacher stirs their homemade chili at Pi Beta Phi’s
chili competition. The Delta Psi Chili Team won the competition, which benefited First Book, a program that gives books to children in need. TOP: Homecoming Queen Diana Price participates in the Homecoming Parade on Friday afternoon. ABOVE:
People participate in the inaugural Out of the Darkness walk on Sunday afternoon. The walk raises money and awareness for
suicide prevention.
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Food is Art: Square Pizza
Art Competition
BY ASHLEY D. BALL
The Daily Mississippian

ED WRIGHT | The Daily Mississippian

Square Pizza and Ole Miss Art 101
classes have found a way to incorporate
intellectually stimulating art and great
food together here in Oxford.
Students from the beginning two-dimensional design classes, under the instruction of Robert Malone, competed in
an art competition to have their pictures
displayed in the front windows of Square
Pizza on the Square.
Malone said he knew this specific assignment would bring out competition
and get his students’ artistic minds flowing.
“I personally knew the owner of Square
Pizza and thought it would be fun and
interesting for my students,” Malone
said.
There were two winners. Each exhibit
can be seen on one of the restaurant’s
front windows
The first winner, David Holt, a freshman, says he owes his artistic skills to his
grandmother, who is also an artist.
“Art is a form of expression that comes
easy to me,” Holt said. “I’ve done it
my whole life. My grandmother always
pushed me.”
The second winner, Joseph Katool, a
sophomore art major, said, “I’ve always
had a strong foundation with art. I was
naturally drawn to it. I use art to mimic
the creative expression with any design
I do.”
His image displays the feeling, mood
and entire ambiance of the Square with

different unique images of pizza, jazz
bands and other figures that represents
Oxford and the Square.
However, David Holt’s display was
much more personal, bold and even controversial.
Although the mascot situation has certainly been settled, many still cling to
Colonel Rebel.
Holt’s display features Colonel holding
an appetizing pizza as he pushes the new
mascot, the black bear, out of the scene
with his cane.
“The display was personal to me, I
guess,” Holt said. “I usually do artwork
based on how I am feeling at the time.”
Although the two had very different displays, both could certainly agree on one
thing - the quality of their instructor.
“Mr. Malone pushes my boundaries,”
Holt said. “No matter if my work is great
or not, he always sees improvement.”
“He really cares about his field of study
and is very passionate,” Katool said.
Both students, gifted with art and design skills, do not plan to dive directly
into this field in the future.
Katool plans to go into web programming.
“I want to use my art and design skills
to help me with creative visions in this
industry,” Katool said.
David Holt is considering pre-dentistry.
He says he can still use his creative design
skills, just in a different form - by helping others.
Tate Moore, the owner of Square Pizza,
had the pleasure of judging the designs.
See ART, PAGE 8
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Spotlight: Public Interest Law Foundation
BY ABIGAIL WHITE
The Daily Mississippian

As the fall semester comes to
end, many students face the reality that the spring is their last
semester as an Ole Miss Rebel.
However, a lot students now
choose to further their education
with law or grad school.
For those interested in law
school, why go any farther away
from our beloved Oxford?
The University of Mississippi
School of Law is the nation’s
fourth-oldest state-supported law
school. When it first opened its
doors in 1854, classes were held
in the Lyceum, but it has made
quite a big step up since then.
The new law school building is
expected to finally open in January 2011.
In addition to its acclaimed
new space and a new dean, the
law school has consistently been
named a best buy and praised for
its intimate size and outstanding
professors.
Often overlooked, however, is
the student-run and non-profit
Public Interest Law Foundation
(PILF).
While it is the only organiza-

tion on campus of its kind, almost all law schools have organizations comparable to PILF.
Similar groups throughout the
country are dedicated to developing a service ethic among law students and to facilitating careers in
public interest law.
Likewise, the Ole Miss Public Interest Law Foundation was
established in 1989 in order to
bring the community, students
and professors together to make
them aware of the struggles that
many people face in the legal system today.
PILF President Marisa Christensen believes those struggles
constantly evolve and change,
but “right now there are so many
foreclosure cases, along with issues of employment litigation
and denying of government benefits.”
According to Christensen, public interest lawyers are “lawyers
that use the law to better peoples
lives, alleviate suffering and create social change.”
Many students are not aware
of the enormous amount of legal
need in Mississippi, which is why
every winter break PILF takes a
week-long service trip. Members

are able experience the ins and
outs of working in a public interest law firm.
Last January, 25 Ole Miss law
students and PILF members
traveled to Biloxi to volunteer
for the Mississippi Center for
Justice. This year, they will travel
to Greenwood to work on a lowincome case.
While law student Amy Halleman is not yet involved with PILF,
she thinks their service trips “are
a good way to get escape from the
ever-ending coursework and see
what your future holds.”
While the PILF community
strives to support groups that
lack adequate legal representation
and provide rare insight for their
members, they also aim to alleviate their own students’ stress and
to help them succeed.
In their monthly meetings, the
PILF officers aim for all 100 of
their members to be involved and
closely connected. The group
hopes to increase their presence
on campus, especially for undergrads.
Potential law student Emily
Macon wishes that PILF “educated undergrads on the benefits of
law school and law professions.”

In fact, PILF does host lectures
and events about public interest law issues, most of which are
open to the entire community
and all students.
Unfortunately, their guest list
of speakers had to be substantially cut down this semester due
to a mishap in Associated Student Body funding. Luckily, it
has been resolved and possible
upcoming events include the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) speakers and programs
held by distinguished professors.
Om Thursday, Nov. 11, PILF
will sponsor a meet-and-greet to
allow local attorneys and alumni
to mingle with law students.
Law student Emily Holt said
she is excited about the event. “(It
is) a good way for students to see
a full range of lawyers and meet
potential employers,” Holt said.
The event will take place in the
Johnson Commons ballroom and
feature a jazz band.
As a part of its mission, PILF
also provides grants and aid to
Ole Miss law students who find
summer internships with public
interest legal groups. Many of
these jobs pay little, if any at all,
and PILF helps support students

while they explore fields outside
of the private sector. Last year
they were able to fund 33 scholarships.
PILF gains their scholarship
money through donations and
events.
They have twice-yearly book
sales, where they sell textbooks
and legal books, many of which
are donated by professors.
The spring book sale will be
during the first week of law classes, January 10-13. They then donate the extra books to the Mississippi prison system.
PILF also hold an annual auction, which has been a vital part
of its fundraising activities and
a valued event for the entire law
school community.
Organized entirely by students,
the event offers an exciting evening of competitive bidding and
socializing. PILF members solicit
auction donations and monetary
contributions from various businesses and Ole Miss faculty, staff
and students. The event is scheduled for early February.
E-mail PILF President Marisa
Christensen at mcchrist@olemiss.edu with any questions
about PILF or its events.

OLE MISS OFFERS PROGRAMS FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
BY ALEX DEJOY
The Daily Mississippian

Imagine traveling to another
country, not speaking the language well and attending a university full of new people.
For Guillaume Baron, this was
exactly the case.
Baron, who is originally from
France, is an undergraduate student at Ole Miss studying marketing management and Italian,
and he has been here for the past
three years.
Coming from France to America
was no easy task for Baron, whose
language barrier made navigating
campus harder than normal.

“The hardest part about coming to Ole Miss was finding my
way around,” Baron said. “There
were no buses and just figuring
out where I was became a challenge.”
Fortunately for Baron and other
international students, Ole Miss
tries to go the extra mile in helping new students from around the
world become acclimated to the
Southern way of life.
The Office of International
Programs does all it can in order
to help these students adjust to
life in Oxford with programs such
as the Global Ambassadors.
Students who participate act as
representatives of the University

and help international students
become more familiar with the
way of life here in Oxford.
Global Ambassadors are paired
up with two or three international
students and are usually matched
with people who have similar interests.
The main goals are to teach
international students about Ole
Miss traditions and campus navigation. They also help students
pick out which classes would be
most beneficial to them.
Any interested student is welcome to apply for this position.
The Office of International
Programs also helps students by
providing jobs in their office.

DWIGHT N. BALL
AT TOR N E Y AT L AW
SINCE 1970

104 Courthouse Square
(the Downtown Square)
Oxford, Mississippi 38655

662-234-7777

CRIMINAL DEFENSE: includes DUI, PUBLIC DRUNK, FAKE

ID, MIP, AND ALL OTHER ALCOHOL OFFENSES; SPEEDING, RECKLESS DRIVING,
FAKE DRIVER’S LICENSE, AND ALL OTHER TRAFFIC OFFENSES; EXPIRED TAG,
NO DRIVER’S LICENSE, AND ALL OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE RELATED OFFENSES;
POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA, PARAPHERNALIA, AND POSSESSION OR SALE OF
ALL OTHER ILLEGAL DRUGS; DISTURBING THE PEACE, DISORDERLY CONDUCT,
SHOPLIFTING, AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, SIMPLE ASSAULT,
AND ALL OTHER CRIMES.

Baron is one of their employees and works at the front desk in
their office, located in Martindale.
He is always there to greet anyone
who walks through the door.
Baron has enjoyed his time thus
far at the University of Mississippi, and one of his favorite parts
about Ole Miss is that programs
are much more open to the students.
“It is much easier for students to
have good grades here rather than
in France,” Baron said. “I feel as
though Ole Miss is preparing me
more for the real world.”
International students at Ole
Miss are always told about career
fairs and all the upcoming events
offered. This gives them an opportunity to network with people
and get to know what types of
jobs are offered here.
Although Baron now loves Ole
Miss, he admits that coming here
was originally difficult.
Planning ahead is important,
which is hard to do from another
country.
Baron had trouble finding a
place to live because it he couldn’t

just “call up” apartment complexes from his home in France.
His one piece of advice to future international students is to
plan ahead as much as possible, so
they will be prepared when they
arrive.
Although Baron loves it here in
the United States, it will be hard
for him to stay after he is done
with college.
Because it is not legal for him
to work here due to strict immigration regulations, he will have
to find a company that is willing
to sponsor him, which can be very
difficult.
He does not know if he will be
able to find a job here after college,
so for right now Baron thinks he
will return to France. Nonetheless, his time at Ole Miss has been
very valuable to him.
Students who are interested in
studying abroad or helping other
international students should visit
the third floor of Martindale.
The deadline for Global Ambassador applications is Tuesday, Nov. 9. Applications can be
picked up in Martindale.

ART,

continued from page 7

“I really left the displays to the
students to do whatever they
wanted,” Moore said.
Moore carefully chose and reviewed over 35 images and narrowed it down to two images of

what he thought were different
that still created a “buzz.”
“All the displays were really
good,” Moore said. “I look forward to playing a part with this
project every semester.”
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CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503

Homes for Sale
FSBO: 3BR each w/ private bath. 1800
SqFt., Great Storage, Large Fenced
Yard, Close to Everything! $119,500.
Call (228)217-0278

Apartment for Rent

1 & 2 BR Apartments- On Orange
Bus Route!! Unfurnished Starting at
$545 or We Will
Make Moving Easy and Furnish Your
Apartment for $50/mo (2BR) or $25/mo
(1BR)! Free
Golf and other Amenities! Call The Links
today at 662-513-4949.
1 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Grad/ Law/ Professionals, Close to Campus, www.
leaseoxford.com, Massey Prop Mgmt
(662)816-8685
1BR Apartments $495, 2BR $585.
The Cove Apartments. (662)234-1422.
2 Lofts for rent above 208 Restaurant. Call (662)234-0005.
1,2,3 bedroom apartments less
than 1 mile from campus. HUGE floor
plans! All appliances included and pets
welcome. 662-281-0402

Room for Rent
ROOM FOR RENT Sub-leasing room
for spring semester in Grove Hill, $490
month Call Mike (602)677-9434

Condo for Rent
Available for spring 1BR/1BA
condo 2 miles from campus. Internet,
cable, lawn service, trash pickup included. $500/ month. Pets welcomed.
(601)506-8294
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Golf Carts for sale- Club Car
Precedent 07. Ole Miss Navy Blue.
$2900. Cell (662)514-3698.
$1 sales New&Used Creations North
Lamar/Molly Barr. Furniture, clothes/
shoes, miscellaneous. Donations Accepted/Pickup Available. (662)6074256

Pets for Adoption

Save 9 LIVES! Adopt a rescued cat or
kitten. www.9livescatrescue.org.

Lost Pets
$200 reward missing dog Beloved pet. Brown brindle boxer mix. Last
seen on College Hill wearing green collar & blue harness. Responds to Starbuck but is older and hard of hearing.
(662)231-3995

Weekend Rental

House for Rent

Furnished 3 Bedroom apt. near hospital fully furnished $1000.00 per month.
662-202-5020
are you ready?? Football weekends and more! Check out our availability list online. www.oxfordtownhouse.
com (662)801-6692

FURNISHED

Miscellaneous

3 bedroom/2bath home
Like new; lawn service included. $1100
mo. Mature only.
662-329-1442 (662)574-0066
1, 2, 3, and 4 BD Houses/Duplexes
near Square. Many with hardwood
floors and porches. (662)234-3208.
3BR/2 Full Bath House for Rent
Completely renovated. $750/ mo. located in Water Valley. 18 minutes to Ole
Miss campus. www.fischerproperties.
net, 105 Simmons Street. (662)4736009
3BR/3BA home for rent 2 miles from
campus $900. Water and lawn maintenance included. (901)606-7550
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Pregnancy Test Center Pregnancy Test, Limited Ultrasound, Information on Abortion Effects, Parenting
and Adoption. All services are free and
confidential.
www.pregnancyoxford.
com. (662)234-4414

Part-time
BARTENDING $300/DAY POTENTIAL
No Experience Necessary, Training
Provided Call 1-800-965-6520 EXT155

Miscellaneous for Sale

BATTLE OF THE EGG BOWL
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Rebels overpower Delta State in exhibition game
BY ALEX LAKE

The Daily Mississippian

ALEX EDWARDS | The Daily Mississippian

Ole Miss guard Trevor Gaskins squares off against a Delta State defender during the Rebels’ 86-52 exhibition win over the Statesmen. Ole Miss
faces Arkansas State on Friday at home to open up the regular season.

The Ole Miss basketball team defeated the Delta State
Statesmen 86-52 Friday night in Oxford in an exhibition matchup.
The Rebels’ starting five helped propel the team to victory, with four scoring double digits.
Ole Miss coach Andy Kennedy said that he was pleased
with the number of players that got playing time before
the regular season begins next week.
“We had two objectives tonight,” the fifth-year coach
said. “One was to come away with no injuries, and the
other was to get a lot of players minutes. I think we accomplished both objectives,”
Indiana transfer Nick Williams scored 13 points Friday
night, after sitting out last year due to NCAA transfer
rules. Williams scored all of his points in the second half
but said the Rebels need to make sure they correct some
defensive issues before next week.
“I think we’re okay, I know we’ve got a lot more work to
do defensive-wise,” Williams said. “We think they scored
too many points, with too many easy put-backs.”
Freshman Demarco Cox played 19 minutes scoring six
points. The Rebels’ other touted freshman, Dundrecous
Nelson, did not play after he sustained a concussion earlier in the week. Kennedy said Nelson should be good
to go for next week.
Starter Zach Graham had an efficient night from the
floor. The senior scored 15 points on 5-of-9 shooting in
only 21 minutes of play.
PLAYER OF THE GAME:
junior Trevor Gaskins
-Gaskins, playing in a reserve role, went 6-for-11 with
three 3-pointers while scoring 17 points.
STAT OF THE GAME:
No newcomer had scored for the Rebels until Nick
Williams scored early in the second half.
IT WAS OVER WHEN:
After the first four minutes of the game the Rebels,
were up 12-1. This one was never in doubt.
QUOTABLE:
“You ever notice when he goes to shoot, not a lot of
people are jumping? It’s hard to jump with 300 pounds
leaning on you.”
-Kennedy on freshman Demarco Cox

SPORTS BRIEFS

BY PAUL KATOOL

The Daily Mississippian

Auburn star quarterback under
investigation
Auburn quarterback Cam Newton, widely considered the favorite to win the Heisman Trophy, is
under investigation by the NCAA

for allegedly soliciting a six-figure
payment in exchange for signing
a national letter of intent to play,
according to ESPN.com.
Newton, known for both his
passing and running abilities, accounted for three scores in a 51-31
win over Ole Miss on Oct. 31.
Ole Miss Volleyball

The Ole Miss volleyball team
(17-7, 11-4 SEC) dropped two
road contests this weekend to Arkansas in Fayetville and No. 16
LSU in Baton Rouge.
The Rebels fell to Arkansas by
a score of 3-1 (23-25, 25-19, 2025, 20-25) and lost to LSU by a
score of 3-1 (25-23 15-25, 26-28,

21-25).
Rebel tennis duo finish runnerup at USTA/ITA National Indoor
The Ole Miss tennis duo of
Marcel Thiemann and Chris Thiemann finished runner-up at the
USTA/ITA National Indoor on
Sunday in Flushing, NY.

The Thiemann’s finished the fall
with an 8-2 record.
Women’s rifle set team record
The Ole Miss women’s rifle
team set a school record by firing
a school record of 4637 to defeat
Nevada-Reno and Texas-El Paso
in a dual-match competition on
Saturday.

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
PREGAME STARTS AT 5

VS.

STEELERS
TM

BENGALS

ALL YOU CAN EAT BBQ
RIBS • PORK • BAKED BEANS • POTATO SALAD • ALL YOU CAN EAT $10
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Running game, second-half
defense key to victory
BY AUSTIN MILER

The Daily Mississippian

Led by a powerful running game
and an inspired second-half performance from a much-maligned
defense, Ole Miss snapped a
three-game losing streak with a
43-21 victory over Louisiana on
Saturday night.
“I got on them a little bit at half
time and asked them to really step
and finish,” Ole Miss coach Houston Nutt said. “Wins are hard to
come by. They are precious. It
feels good to win.”
After suffering a minor concussion on his six-yard touchdown
run, starting quarterback Jeremiah Masoli made way for back-up
quarterback Nathan Stanley. In his
first action since the Tulane game,
Stanley completed 6-of-14 passes
for 108 yards, but leaned on running backs Brandon Bolden and
Enrique Davis to do most of the
work.
“On offense, I think that our
backs ran really hard for the most
part and I think Nathan Stanley
did a good job handling the ball
and the clock,” Nutt said. “I was
proud of Nathan. He did great for
not having played all year.”
For the first time since 1999, Ole
Miss had two runners rush for 100
yards in the same game. Bolden
accounted for a career-high three
touchdowns and 216 total yards,
while Davis rushed for a careerhigh 116 yards against Louisiana.
“It’s good to see Enrique Davis
back,” Nutt said. “He is just now
getting back to speed. He ran hard
and fast tonight. Brandon Bolden
is very valuable because he does
so many things for us. I am very
proud of both of them. They really took the load for us and relieved
pressure off of Nathan.”
Despite nearly 300 yards on the
ground, the Ole Miss offense con-

verted only four of their 10 red
zone chances into touchdowns.
Five opportunities ended in field
goals by Bryson Rose, whose 19
points were the second most for a
kicker in school history. And the
last opportunity turned into a 93yard fumble recovery for a touchdown right before halftime.
“We’re disappointed in the redzone stuff—getting stopped down
there a couple of times,” Ole Miss
co-offensive coordinator Mike
Markuson said. “Of course, you
can’t have a turnover down there.
We have to look at that hard.”
After Louisiana opened with a
touchdown on the game’s opening drive, Ole Miss forced three
straight turnovers, with interceptions by cornerbacks Charles
Sawyer and Jeremy McGee and a
fumble recovery by defensive tackle Lawon Scott, which the Rebels
would turn into 17 points.
“The biggest thing, in the first
half, we created some turnovers
and gave us some momentum
and better field position,” Rebels
defensive coordinator Tyrone Nix
said. “We still have to be more
consistent. We know we can play
better. We’re going to have to play
better in order to win some SEC
games.”
After a shaky first half, the Ole
Miss defense settled in and, for
the first time this season, shut out
its opponent in the second half
and held Louisiana to just 49 total yards. Filling in for an injured
Jonathan Cornell, linebacker
Mike Marry led the Rebels with
11 tackles, three tackles for loss
and a sack in his first career start.
“You have to finish,” Ole Miss
cornerback Charles Sawyer said.
“You can’t do what we did against
Jacksonville State. You can’t let go
of the rope, so we had to finish.
We came back and fought together as a unit.”

EMMA BOLDEN | The Daily Mississippian

Ole Miss running back Brandon Bolden runs for a touchdown during the Rebels’ 43-21 win over Louisiana-Lafayette on Saturday. Bolden scored two touchdowns on the ground and caught another score on the night.

Rebels romp over Louisiana-Lafayette
BY JOHN HOLT

The Daily Mississippian

Temperatures in Oxford on
Saturday were in the 30s, but
that didn’t stop the Ole Miss
football team from rolling over
the Louisiana Lafayette Ragin’
Cajuns.
With the victory, the Rebels
picked up their fourth win of
the season, defeating the Ragin’
Cajuns (2-7, 2-3 Sun Belt) 4321 on Homecoming night at
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium.
The win was the first for Ole
Miss (4-5, 1-4 SEC) since Oct.
2 when they defeated Kentucky
42-35.
“I almost forgot what it felt like
(to win),” Ole Miss sophomore
linebacker D.T. Shackelford
said. “It feels real good to win
and get back on track.
“I feel like it will give us momentum going into next week.
These last three games aren’t
going to be easy. But as long as

MOVIE

RATING

we keep working and practicing
hard we should get positive results.”
The Rebels appeared to be out
of sync early in the first quarter,
allowing
Louisiana-Lafayette
freshman running back Aaron
Spikes to take a screen pass from
quarterback Brad McGuire 27
yards to give the Ragin Cajuns
a 7-0 lead.
Following Spikes’ touchdown,
the Rebels scored 27 unanswered
points for a 27-7 lead midway
through the second quarter.
Louisiana-Lafayette would regroup as McGuire scored on a
three-yard touchdown to make
the score 27-14 with 4:51 remaining in the second quarter.
On the Rebels’ next offensive
possession, Ragin’ Cajun defensive back Melvin White recovered a fumble by Rebel tailback
Rodney Scott and took it back
93 yards for a score.
Ole Miss kicker Bryson Rose
kicked a field goal before the
half, and the Rebels led by nine
at the half.
“I got on them a little bit at
halftime and asked them to really step up and finish,” Ole Miss
coach Houston Nutt said.

SHOWTIMES
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In the second half, the Rebel
defense – a unit that allowed
34.4 points per game before Saturday – held Louisiana-Lafayette
scoreless to secure the win.
Rose, who went 5-for-5 on
field goal attempts and running
backs Brandon Bolden and Enrique Davis were top offensive
weapons for the Rebels.
Bolden rushed for 136 yards
and two touchdowns, while
Davis added 116 yards on the
ground. It was the first time the
Rebels have had two 100-yard
rushers in a game since 1999.
Ole Miss backup quarterback
Nathan Stanley saw his first action since Sept. 11 against Tulane when starting quarterback
Jeremiah Masoli suffered a concussion in the first quarter.
Stanley said he felt rusty, but
was able to complete 6-of-14
passes for 108 yards on the
night.
“I felt like their were some
passes I should have completed
but for the most part I feel I did
OK as far as managing the game
and we came out with the win,”
Stanley said.
With three games left on the
Ole Miss schedule, the Rebels must win two out of three
against Tennessee, LSU and
Mississippi State to become
bowl-eligible.
“This was a very big game,”
Rebel senior defensive tackle
Jerrell Powe said.
“We got our confidence back.
The guys got the feeling of winning back around here and now
we’re focused and ready to go
play Tennessee.”
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